Exploring refined conditions for reprogramming cells by recombinant Oct4 protein.
The generation of human induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells would represent an appealing option for the derivation of pluripotent patient-specific cells, as no embryos or oocytes are required. However, crucial safety issues have to be addressed in order to create human iPS cells that are clinically useful, as the classical iPS technique involves permanent genetic manipulation that may result in tumor formation. Various experimental strategies have been suggested to accomplish transgene-free derivation of iPS cells, including the use of non-integrating viruses, site specific recombinases to excise transgenes after reprogramming, or RNA transfection. Protein transduction, i.e. the direct delivery of biologically active proteins into cells, has been employed to generate iPS cells but has been found to have very low efficiency. In fact, success of protein transduction is limited by poor stability and solubility of recombinant factors, as well as their poor endosomal release. We recently reported the generation of cell-permeant versions of Oct4 and Sox2 and showed that both can be delivered intracellularly as biologically active proteins. Here we explore conditions for enhanced protein stabilization and delivery into somatic cells. Employing optimized conditions, we demonstrate that Oct4 protein delivery can substitute for Oct4 virus, yielding iPS derivation efficacy comparable to a four virus transduction protocol. The number of colonies is strictly dependent on the dose and duration of cell-permeant Oct4 exposure. We expect our transduction system to reach a thus far unattained level of control over reprogramming activity, turning it into a valuable tool for both the analysis of the reprogramming mechanism and the derivation of transgene-free iPS cells.